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Abstract

Fuzzy sets, having been the long-standing main-
stay of modeling and manipulating imperfect in-
formation, are an obvious candidate for repre-
senting uncertain beliefs.

Unfortunately, unadorned fuzzy sets are too lim-
ited to capture complex or potentially inconsis-
tent beliefs, because all too often they reduce to
absurdities (“nothing is possible”) or trivialities
(“everything is possible”).

However, we show that by combining the syntax
of propositional logic with the semantics of fuzzy
sets a rich framework for expressing and manipu-
lating uncertain beliefs can be created, admitting
Gärdenfors-style expansion, revision, and con-
traction operators and being moreover amenable
to easy integration with conventional “crisp” in-
formation processing.

The model presented here addresses many of the
shortcomings of traditional approaches for build-
ing fuzzy data models, which will hopefully lead
to a wider adoptance of fuzzy technologies for
the creation of information systems.

Keywords: fuzzy belief revision, fuzzy information sys-
tems, soft computing, fuzzy object-oriented data model

1 INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy information systems combine two basic ideas: the
creation of a “mini-world” needed for building database
and information systems, with the realization that this mini-
world should encompass the imprecision and vagueness�
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that exists in the real world being modeled. The so-called
soft computing approach strikes for better, more efficient
systems by incorporating this imprecision into the data
models used for building systems.

A theoretical foundation for modeling imperfect informa-
tion is the well-known fuzzy set theory by Zadeh [Zad65].
However, it is not obvious how to incorporate these fuzzy
sets into data models used for building information sys-
tems. Although there has been extensive research in the
area of fuzzy data models, especially for the relational and
object-oriented model [BK95, Pet96, MS97, Cal97, YG99,
LXHY99], none of the proposed fuzzy models had any
noticible impact for building actual fuzzy applications.

A reason for this might be that fuzzy information sys-
tems have a different set of requirements. While classi-
cal, precise information systems usually capture the state
of a changing world, fuzzy systems are especially helpful
in identifying possible worlds by managing changing, im-
perfect knowledge.

Here, the integration of imperfect information, possibly
from different sources, becomes important. For such ap-
plications, however, simple fuzzy sets are no longer suffi-
cient, since they cannot distinguish a single imperfect infor-
mation from a complex state obtained by combining them.
This makes it impossible to provide semantically rich op-
erators for modifying imperfect data.

In this paper, we present a model that combines syntacti-
cal features from propositional logic with the semantics of
fuzzy sets. In this model, atoms are imperfect predicates
that have an underlying interpretation in form of a fuzzy
set. More complex fuzzy clauses and formulas can be con-
structed from these fuzzy atoms through a fuzzy conjunc-
tive normal form. We show how the AGM postulates for
expansion and revision can be adapted for this fuzzy model,
and how they result in efficient operators that can be used
for building fuzzy systems.



2 MODELING IMPERFECT
INFORMATION

Existing fuzzy data models usually incorporate fuzziness
by (at least) adding a new primitive data type “fuzzy set”,
e.g. for object attributes. While this seems like an obvious
extension for introducing fuzziness into an object-oriented
data model, we identified several shortcomings with this
idea.

The core problem is that this approach overloads a single
fuzzy set with both syntax and semantics. Imperfect in-
formation first has a structure that results from processing
single pieces of imperfect information — e.g., by combin-
ing imperfect requirements, collecting vague information
from many heterogenous information sources, or process-
ing fuzzy results from different heuristics or sensors. Sec-
ondly, both a single piece of imperfect information and a
result obtained by combining them has a semantic interpre-
tation that provides the relevant meaning for the fuzzy set
within a system. By mixing both syntax and semantics to-
gether into a single fuzzy set, neither can be clearly identi-
fied. As a side-effect, it becomes extremely difficult to pro-
vide meaningful operators to modify imperfect data. For
example, consider the case where conflicting information
(like many witnesses describing a person’s height conflict-
ingly from “very short” to “very tall”) results in a useless
fuzzy interpretation (a membership function that is con-
stant one or constant zero): when working only with the
fuzzy set representation it is impossible to precisely iden-
tify the conflicting information and selectively remove data
in order to maintain a consistent knowledge base, which is
an important rationale for database and information system
practitioners. Dubois and Prade [DP94] already pointed
out that purely semantical representations, like the one of-
fered by possibilistic belief revision, are poorer than syn-
tactic ones.

Consequently, what we need is a representation model for
imperfect information that allows to selectively identify
single pieces of information, yet offers precise semantics
in terms of fuzzy sets. Classical propositional logic of-
fers the first part: the construction of complex propositions
from primitives, the atoms, and their logical combination to
clauses and formulas. By substituting precise atoms with
fuzzy atoms, we can construct fuzzy propositions where
each logical constituent has a semantic interpretation in
form of a fuzzy set. Modifications then become possible
on the syntactical level, e.g. by adding a new imprecise fact
or vague requirement with a logical “and” operation, which
leads to a new semantic interpretation in form of a fuzzy
set.

For example, adding a new requirement
�

to an existing im-
perfect requirement � results in the logical structure ��� �

as well as the fuzzy interpretation ���
	�� . This makes it pos-
sible to identify conflicts and inconsistencies on both the
structural and fuzzy set level — if, for example, a new re-
quirement is incompatible with �� � but not � or

�
alone,

one of these syntactical components can be removed and
the fuzzy interpretation be re-computed. The following
commutative diagram illustrates this principle; here � de-
notes a fuzzy conjunctive normal form (which we will de-
fine below), � its interpretation as a fuzzy set and ��� a
possible operation (which we will define later):

� ������������ ������� ���! 
��" ����#��������� ��" #

With this separation it was possible to incorporate concepts
from belief revision into fuzzy data models, which we will
present in section 3.

The representation model introduced here is a reworked
and generalized version of the model proposed by Boss
[Bos96] for the domain of fuzzy design databases.

2.1 THE FUZZY REPRESENTATION MODEL

We first present the basic definitions for fuzzy sets and their
operators [Zad65, KF88]:

Definition 2.1 (Fuzzy Sets and Operators) A fuzzy set �
of $ is a mapping of the reference set $ to the [0,1]-
interval: �&%'$ �)( *�+-,
.
We denote the set of all fuzzy sets over $ with /102$43 .
The intersection of two fuzzy sets ��5 and �!6 , written �7598�!6 , is defined by:

0:�75;8<�!6=3
0?>93@%BADCFEHG!I-�75J0?>93 + �!6'0?>93LK + >NMO$
The union of two fuzzy sets ��5 and �P6 , written ��5RQS�!6 , is
defined by:

0?�75;QT�!6U3�0V>93@%WAXC1Y[Z�IU�75J0V>93 + �!6\0V>93]K + >^M_$
Finally, the complement of a fuzzy set � , written � , is de-
fined by: �`0?>93@%BA ,4� �`0?>93 + >^MO$
For the purpose of this paper we only consider possibilistic
interpretation of fuzzy sets. In this interpretation, a fuzzy
set � models an imprecise concept (predicate) a4b , and a
particular value �`0?>93 describes the consistency of > witha@b :



�`0V>93`A * then > is definitely inconsistent with a b ,�`0V>93`A , means, > is consistent witha@b without restriction of any kind,�`0V>93@Mc0 *�+�, 3 gives the degree for the
consistency of > with adb .

Note that the case �`0V>93eA , does not mean that adb is
necessarily true of > — it only means there is nothing that
speaks against it.

We can now define our fuzzy representation model. As
outlined above, we combine the structural features from
propositional logic with the semantics of fuzzy sets.

The basic unit in this model is a fuzzy atom, which formal-
izes the notion of imprecise concepts introduced above:

Definition 2.2 (Fuzzy Concept Vocabulary, Fuzzy
Atom) Let a domain $ be given. A fuzzy concept
vocabulary over $ is a triple 0?f0g$43 + �;h +ji hk3 , where f02$43
is a countable set of symbols and �`h +�i h are mappings

�lhm%nf02$43 � /10g$43 +�ipo� �!qi h)%r/102$43 � f0g$43 + � o�si b
satisfying � hJt i h A id u;vHwyx .
The elements of f0g$43 are called fuzzy atomic concepts (or
fuzzy atoms for short) over $ . The fuzzy set �7q is called
the interpretation of i , and the atom i b is called the (dis-
tinguished) name of � .

Fuzzy atoms are somewhat similar to linguistic variables in
that they decouple an imperfect information from its fuzzy
set representation. The mapping i h is a technical require-
ment of our model, as we want to be able to name every
fuzzy set within a system. Fuzzy atoms can be defined in a
system lexicon that matches vague statements (e.g., “tall”,
“economical”, “bendable”) to fuzzy sets over a certain do-
main, but they can also stem from computations by fuzzy
heuristics or provided by imprecise sensors.

A fuzzy literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom:

Definition 2.3 (Fuzzy Literal) A fuzzy literal z over do-
main $ is either a fuzzy atom i M{f02$43 or an expression
of the form i with i M|f0g$43 . The fuzzy atom i is called
the negation of i , its interpretation � q is defined as

� q 0?>93`A ,4� �!q}0?>93�~ i MSf02$43 + >^M�$
The set of all fuzzy literals over domain $ is denoted by� 02$43 .
Fuzzy literals can be joined together to form fuzzy clauses,
which are interpreted as the logical disjunction of their con-
stituent literals:

Definition 2.4 (Fuzzy Clause) A fuzzy clause � over do-
main $ is a finite set of fuzzy literals zd��M � 02$43 ,,����9�N� .

We use the notation ��A�z45l�Tz96`�|���-���<z@� if we want to
emphasize the disjunctive nature of clauses.

The interpretation of a fuzzy clause � as a fuzzy set �7� is
given by

� �&�����A � �P� if ��A���!���lQ<�!���`Q&�-���-Q��!��� otherwise

with � � 0?>931%WA * ~�>�M $ . The set of all fuzzy clauses
over a domain $ is denoted by ¡}0g$43 .
By combining fuzzy clauses with logical and-operations
we get fuzzy formulas:

Definition 2.5 (Fuzzy Formula) A fuzzy formula � over
domain $ is a finite set of fuzzy clauses ����M^¡}02$43 +-,���R�N¢ . We use the notation �£A���5������-���¤�¦¥ if we want
to emphasize the conjunctive nature of formulas.

The interpretation of a fuzzy formula � as a fuzzy set �7" is
given by:

��" �-���A � �P§ if �¨A���!�7��8��!�!�`8&�����U8T�!�P© otherwise

with � § 0?>93ª%BA , ~�>DMc$ . We denote the set of all fuzzy
formulas over $ with «902$43 .
We also call a fuzzy formula a fuzzy conjunctive normal
form (FCNF).

Example (fuzzy formula) We illustrate the use of fuzzy
formulas with a small example from a fuzzy decision sup-
port system for selecting a car based upon a number of
vague requirements.

For this example we assume that a user demands the fol-
lowing features from a car:

not(expensive) � (economical � powerful)

Fuzzy atoms for these vague requirements with their corre-
sponding fuzzy set interpretations might look like this:

Mercedes Porsche VW Smart
expensive 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.25
economical 0.50 0.25 0.75 1.00
powerful 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.00

If we use these definitions, the above requirement can
be modeled as a fuzzy formula � A I-�¤5 + �¦6¬K with



� 5 AsI-z 5 K , � 6 AIUz 6 + z9®¬K , z 5 A¯I i expensive K , z 6 AI i economical K , and z ® A I i powerful K . This fuzzy for-
mula has a fuzzy set interpretation of I Mercedes/0.25,
Porsche/0.0, VW/0.5, Smart/0.75 K , i.e., a Smart would be
a good (albeit not perfect) candidate for the stated require-
ments.

The language of fuzzy literals, fuzzy clauses, and fuzzy for-
mulas permits the aggregation of arbitrary pieces of imper-
fect information, however inconsistent they may be. This
is an important feature, because the system does not have
to reject inconsistent information out of hand (as is the case
with conventional information systems), but can rather at-
tempt to restore consistency by giving preference to some
pieces over others. This will be discussed later on in more
detail. For now, we just define a notion of consistence:

Definition 2.6 (Degree of Consistency) The degree of
consistency a of a fuzzy clause �pMS¡}0g$43 is defined as:

aF0:��3 �����A°²±�³´�µ w I-�!�d0V>93]K'�
Analogously, we define the degree of consistency for a fuzzy
formula �¶MT«90g$43 :

aF0?�13l�����As°²±y³´�µ w I-��"�0V>93LK\�
For a pair of fuzzy formulas ��5 + �·6 , we define the mutual

consistency of �ª5 and �}6 as aF0:�ª5 + �·6-3 �����A�aF0?�ª5dQ&�·6U3
and say that �ª5 and �}6 are ¸ -consistent for ¸XM ( *�+-,
. , ifaF0?�ª5 + �·6U3d¹º¸ .

We will also need the negation of a fuzzy formula:

Definition 2.7 (Negation of Fuzzy Formulas) The nega-
tion � of a fuzzy formula �»M|«902$43 is computed by push-
ing the negation to its constituent atoms (using de Morgan’s
laws) and re-computing the conjunctive normal form.

However, this definition can lead to an exponential operator
execution time. But we can provide a simpler negation for
the implementation: for some applications it is sufficient
to create a negated fuzzy formula from the negation of its
fuzzy interpretation, instead of its logical structure, which
can be computed very efficiently.

3 FUZZY BELIEF REVISION

We now address one of the most important points within
our representation model: modifications. Most existing
data models for fuzzy object-oriented systems are only
concerned with structural fuzziness, introduced at various
points within an object-oriented model (e.g., attributes, ob-
jects, inheritance). Information, however, is not static. It is

a typical feature of information systems that data changes
over time. Thus, a fuzzy object-oriented data model must
address modifications of imperfect data. However, we
found that there are two typical problems that arise when
processing fuzzy information:

¼ Computations are application specific. The challenge
here is to define operators that are abstract enough to
be used within a multitude of object-oriented fuzzy in-
formation systems, yet specific enough to be still use-
ful.

¼ Combining different pieces of imperfect information
can easily lead to meaningless results. Especially in
the case of inconsistent information, fuzzy operations
often lead to useless results like “everything is possi-
ble” or “nothing is possible”.

Since we introduced a new representation model with our
fuzzy formulas, we now have to define suitable opera-
tors for modifying them. As fuzzy clauses and formulas
are sets, modifications could be done by simply adding
or removing fuzzy literals or clauses. Simple set opera-
tors, however, are not concerned with semantics — clauses
added to a fuzzy formula in this way can easily lead to in-
consistencies in the fuzzy set interpretation. But maintain-
ing consistency is one of the prime functions of database
and information systems.

As mentioned above, we aim to support applications that
require the management of complex imperfect states. Ex-
amples of systems we want to model are: a fuzzy decision
support system that manages vague requirements, a fuzzy
reverse engineering framework that maintains information
about system artifacts, and a fuzzy noun phrase corefer-
ence resolution system that computes and combines results
from fuzzy heuristics. Modifications within these applica-
tions are not simple updates (in the sense of Katsuno and
Mendelzon [KM91]), but rather revisions, where we collect
more and more information about an existing or emerging
world.

Consequently, our solution is to define fuzzy operators
based on Gärdenfors-style belief revision [AGM85, Gär88,
Gär92]. They are called ¸ -expansion, ¸ -revision, ¸ -
contraction, and allow for modifying a complex fuzzy for-
mula while maintaining a specified degree of consistency¸ (in this paper, we only consider ¸ -expansion and ¸ -
revision). In the case of ¸ -revision for example, a new
piece of information is either rejected, merged with all ex-
isting information, or added while removing some fuzzy
clauses that are inconsistent to the new fuzzy formula
within a specified degree ¸ .

These operators have the following semantics:



Expansion: A ¸ -expansion adds new information (ex-
pressed as a fuzzy formula) to an existing piece of in-
formation (again a fuzzy formula), without removing
any existing information while ensuring that the re-
sulting fuzzy formula reaches a consistency degree of
at least ¸ . If this is not possible, the new information
is rejected.

Revision: The ¸ -revision operation always adds new in-
formation, if its consistency degree reaches at least ¸ .
Existing information (fuzzy clauses) may be removed
in case there is a partial or complete inconsistency.

Contraction: The ¸ -contraction operation removes infor-
mation from a knowledge set, in a way that preserves
as much of the existing information as possible while
ensuring that the result’s consistency degree reaches
at least ¸ .

In the fuzzy decision support system example, we collect
requirements in form of fuzzy formulas. Adding a new
requirement (FCNF) always results in a potential conflict
— for example, while it is quite understandable that some-
one wishes for an impressive, big, and rather new car with
lots of horsepower, adding a requirement that it must also
be very inexpensive will most likely result in a conflict.
Traditional fuzzy models would just return a fuzzy set that
is close or equal to zero for all cars in the domain. This
is rather useless, since it does neither show why there is a
conflict nor which pieces of information actually cause the
conflict. Our fuzzy ¸ -revision, however, can add a new re-
quirement while maintaining a consistent state by showing
exactly which existing requirements participate in the con-
flict and removing some of them.

The following sections show how the AGM postulates can
be extended for our fuzzy model. Since we do not consider
inference, we formulate the postulates and operators for in-
dividual formulas rather then deductively closed sets. This
makes our fuzzy belief revision comparable to the base re-
vision [Neb91, Neb92] known from propositional logic.
One reason for not considering inference is that it simply
is too costly for an (object-oriented) database and informa-
tion system environment, where efficient implementations
of operators are paramount. Another reason is that we are
very concerned with the semantic consistency of informa-
tion, which is defined on a formula’s model. We therefore
examined how syntactic revision can be performed in ab-
sence of an inference mechanism by directly checking the
semantic interpretation of a fuzzy formula through the con-
sistency operator a defined above. This consistency opera-
tor can be implemented very efficiently on the fuzzy set in-
terpretations. We therefore based the notion of consistency
on the interpretation of a fuzzy formula when we translated
the AGM postulates for our model, and subsequently ex-

amined the features of operators satisfying these translated
postulates.

3.1 FUZZY EXPANSION

Expansion is a monotonous extension of a fuzzy formula� by a fuzzy formula ½ , i.e., none of the fuzzy clauses in� are removed. More precisely, we have:

Definition 3.1 ( ¾ -Expansion) A ¸ -expansion opera-
tor ¿ªÀ is a mapping that takes two fuzzy formulas� + ½cMS«90g$43 and a value ¸|M ( *�+�,�. to a new fuzzy formula
in «90g$43 : ¿ À %J«90g$43dÁT«@02$43 � «90g$43
and satisfies the expansion postulates E À 1–E À 6 (see be-
low).

The semantics of the ¸ -expansion operator is defined by
the following postulates, here � + ½ denote fuzzy formulas
from «90g$43 :
E À 1 (Stability) The result of a ¸ -expansion is always a

fuzzy formula:

�Â¿ªÀª½ºMS«902$43
�
E À 2a (Success) If the consistency degree of ��Qº½ is at

least ¸ , the ¸ -expansion is successful:

If aF0:�ÂQ_½l3d¹º¸ + then ½ºÃN�Ä¿ À ½9�
E À 2b (Failure) If the consistency degree of ��QO½ is less

than ¸ , the original formula remains unchanged:

If aF0?�ÄQ_½�34Åº¸ + then �Ä¿ªÀª½{AX�S�
E À 3 (Expansion) The set of information expands:

�Â¿ À ½ºÆN�S�
E À 4 (Invariance) If the new information ½ is already

known, invariance holds:

½cÃ^�£Ç��Â¿ªÀª½{AX�S�
E À 5 (Monotonicity) Let �F�!ÃN� . If the expansion �S¿�À�½

is successful or the expansion �1��¿ªÀ¤½ fails, mono-
tonicity holds:

If 02½�Ã��<¿ À ½l3!�{02½DÈÃ�� � ¿ À ½l3 +
then � � ¿ À ½cÃ^�<¿ À ½9�

E À 6 (Predictability) The result of a ¸ -expansion must
only contain fuzzy clauses from � or ½ :

�Â¿ªÀ�½cÃ^� Q_½R�



It is easy to see that these postulates admit only a single
expansion operator, namely the one defined by

�Â¿ªÀª½O�-���AÊÉ �ÂQ_½ if aF0?�ÄQ_½�3@¹N¸ +� otherwise.

Thus, in case of fuzzy formulas, ¸ -expansion is actually a
quite simple operation: the result is the union of the clause
sets of both fuzzy formulas if the union reaches the consis-
tency degree ¸ . Otherwise, the result is the original formula� , i.e., the new information ½ is rejected.

The main difference between this operation and the clas-
sical expansion is that we do not always add the new in-
formation. Since our main goal is to guarantee consistency
within an information system, we reject new information
if it is not consistent to the existing information within a
specified degree ¸ .

Example (Fuzzy Expansion) We continue the fuzzy de-
cision support example. Within this context, the fuzzy
expansion operator can be used to implement a simple
decision support algorithm that adds new requirements
while making sure they are compatible with all existing
requirements. Suppose a user started with the require-
ment not(expensive), represented by a fuzzy formula � 5 AI-� 5 K , with � 5 AËI i expensive K . He now demands that
the car should also be economical, represented by a fuzzy
clause �¦6�A)I i economical K . Adding this request through¸ -expansion with a consistency degree of 0.75:

� 6 A�� 5 ¿ªÌ-Í ÎjÏ@IU� 6 K�AÂIU� 5 + � 6 K
leads to a new fuzzy formula � 6 , i.e., the expansion is
successful, and its fuzzy set interpretation � " � is {Mer-
cedes/0.25, Porsche/0.0, VW/0.5, Smart/0.75 }. So, a
good candidate for the stated requirements would be a
Smart. Impressed by this result, the user requests that the
car should also be spacious, represented by a fuzzy atomi

spacious that has the following fuzzy set interpretation:

Mercedes Porsche VW Smart
spacious 1.0 0.25 0.75 0.0

However, the ¸ -expansion operator rejects this request, i.e.,
the operation �}64¿ Ì-Í Î�Ï I-� ® K results in an unchanged �}6 ,
since adding the new requirement would lead to a fuzzy set
interpretation that has a consistency degree of only 0.5 < ¸
= 0.75.

3.2 FUZZY REVISION

So far we rejected all inconsistent information to guaran-
tee the integrity of our knowledge base. But this not a
generally feasible approach, since most applications cannot

turn away all new information, just because they do not fit
into the established world. In these cases it becomes nec-
essary to remove some existing information to preserve a
consistent state. Because of this requirement, ¸ -revision is
a non-monotonous operation. However, it is not practical to
simply remove all existing information, which would be a
trivial way to always ensure a consistent belief state. What
makes belief revision a hard problem is that there is usu-
ally no unique result that incorporates all new information
while preserving as much existing information as possible.
Since our model is designed to work with information sys-
tems, efficiency becomes a prime objective (most of the
more theoretical oriented research in classical belief revi-
sion would result in very inefficient implementations).

We begin again by defining a formal notion of ¸ -revision
and then show the possible revision operators:

Definition 3.2 ( ¾ -Revision) A ¸ -revision operator Ð¦À is a
mapping that takes two fuzzy formulas � + ½NM_«90g$43 and a
value ¸�M ( *y+�,
. to a fuzzy formula from «90g$43 :

Ð À %J«90g$43dÁT«@02$43 � «90g$43
and satisfies the revision postulates R À 1–R À 6 (see below).

We now present our translation of the original revision pos-
tulates by Gärdenfors. To make it easier to compare our
postulates with the original, we kept the original number-
ing, adding letter indices in cases where we splitted a single
postulate.

Here, � + ½ +ÒÑ are fuzzy formulas over «90g$43 :
R À 1 (Stability) The result of a revision operation is al-

ways a fuzzy formula:

�ÂÐªÀª½ºMS«902$43
�
R À 2a (Priority) If the new fuzzy formula ½ has a consis-

tency degree of at least ¸ , then it must be contained in
the result:

If aF0g½l3d¹�¸ + then ½cÃ^�ÂÐªÀ�½R�
R À 2b (Failure) If the consistency degree of the new fuzzy

formula is less than ¸ , the original formula remains
unchanged:

If aF02½l3dÅN¸ + then �ÄÐªÀª½{AX�S�
R À 3 (Predictability) The result of a revision contains only

fuzzy clauses from � or ½ :

�ÂÐªÀ�½cÃ^� Q_½R�



R À 4 (Compatibility) If the fuzzy clauses of the new for-
mula are compatible with the existing clauses, the ex-
pansion is a subset of the revision:

If ½ºÃN�Ä¿ À ½ and aF0?��¿ À ½l3d¹�¸ +
then �ÂÐ À ½ºÆN�Ä¿ À ½9�

R À 5 (Consistency) In case of a successful revision, the
consistency degree must reach at least ¸ :

If aF02½l3·¹º¸ + then aF0:�ÄÐ À ½l3@¹�¸l�
R À 6 (Identity) The interpretation of the result does not de-

pend on the syntactic form of ½ :

If �PÓTAX��Ô + then � "`Õ!Ö ÓTAX� ";Õ!Ö Ô��
These are the so-called basic postulates that must be satis-
fied by every revision operator. There are two supplemen-
tary postulates that control iterative changes:

R À 7 If two fuzzy formulas ½ and Ñ can be successfully
added to a formula � by revision and expansion, the
result is a superset of the revision of � with ½�Q Ñ :

If ½SQ Ñ ÃÂ0?�<Ð À ½l3P¿ À Ñ|+ then�ÄÐªÀ0g½�Q Ñ 3@ÃÄ0?��ÐªÀ}½�37¿ªÀ Ñ �
R À 8 Extension of postulate R À 4:

If ½TQ Ñ ÃÂ0:�1Ð À ½l3P¿ À Ñ|+ then0?�<Ð À ½l3P¿ À Ñ Ã���Ð À 02½SQ Ñ 3]�
The semantics of most postulates is straightforward. Note-
worthy is postulate R À 6, which ensures that the interpre-
tation of the result of a ¸ -revision is independent of the
syntax of the involved fuzzy formulas: if two fuzzy formu-
las have a different syntax but the same interpretation, the
results of the revisions with these two formulas must also
have the same interpretation.

There are a number of additional properties that follow
from the postulates: firstly, if the ¸ -expansion �¨¿¦À�½ is
successful, the result of the ¸ -revision �×Ð¦ÀT½ is equal
to the expansion. Secondly, if the new information is al-
ready known ( ½sÃÊ� ) and satisfies the consistency re-
quirement ( aF0?�13ª¹�¸ ), then � remains unchanged: 02½^Ã�13P�c0gaF0?�13�¹X¸�34ÇÊ��Ð À ½^AÂ� , i.e., the ¸ -revision is
invariant with respect to known information. And thirdly,
if an operation satisfies both supplementary postulates, the
sets 0?��ÐªÀd½�3�¿ªÀ Ñ and �XÐ�À�0g½<Q Ñ 3 are actually equal:
If ½¶ÃØ�ÙÐªÀ�½ and Ñ Ã0?�ÙÐªÀ¤½l3d¿ªÀ Ñ|+ then 0:��Ð�À½l3�¿ªÀ Ñ Ap�pÐªÀ�0g½OQ Ñ 3 . We omit the proofs for these
claims since they are quite straightforward.

There are two additional properties, which we will need for
the following revision theorem:

Lemma 3.3 Let �¯Mº«@02$43 and �DMN/102$43 � IU� � K arbi-
trary. Then a fuzzy formula ½ºM�«@02$43 exists with �S89½{AD�
and � Ó AX� .

Proof. It is easy to see that there are infinitely many fuzzy
clauses �ÚM�¡}02$43 with �P�ØAÛ� . Only a finite number
of these can be contained in � . Therefore, select a clause�£MT¡}0g$43 � � with �!�cAX� and let ½º%WAÂIU�¤K . Ü
Lemma 3.4 Let � + ½ 5 + ½ 6 M£«902$43 and ¸¶M ( *�+�,�. arbi-
trary. If �7Ó[�4A��PÓ=� and aF0g½ 5 39ADaF02½ 6 3d¹º¸ , then

0?�ÂÐªÀª½�5�3!Q_½�6�A�0?��ÐªÀª½�6-3!Q_½�5
If additionally � + ½!5 + ½�6 are pairwise disjunct, it holds that

0?�ÄÐ À ½ 5 3 � ½ 5 A�0?��Ð À ½ 6 3 � ½ 6
Proof. Since � Ó �eA¯� Ó � it holds that aF0²0:�ØÐªÀ<½�5
3dQ½�6U3�AÊaF0²0:�×ÐªÀ<½�5
3dQ�½�5-3�AÝaF0:�ØÐªÀ1½�5-3e¹Û¸ , and
analogously aF0²0?��Ð�Àª½�6U37Q_½Þ5-34¹�¸ . From R À 7 and R À 8
it follows that

0?�ÂÐ À ½ 5 3�Q_½ 6 A �ÄÐ À 0g½ 5 QS½ 6 3A 0?��Ð À ½ 6 3!Q_½ 5
and therefore the proposition. Ü
The next step is to obtain a more precise description of the
possible revision operators satisfying R À 1–R À 8. It turns
out that the following simple characterization can be given:

Theorem 3.5 (Revision theorem) Let �×MS«902$43 and ¸&M( *�+�,�. be arbitrary, but fixed. A mapping � Õ�Ö %�«90g$43 �«90g$43 , ½ o� �NÐªÀ`½ satisfies the postulates R À 1–R À 8 if and
only if an enumeration ß " A�I-� Ì + �ª5 + �-��� + � 6-à áÞàHâ�5 K of the
power set of � exists with

�ÂÐ À ½&Aäãåæ
åç
� if aF0g½l3dÅ�¸ +�ÂQ_½ if aF0:�ÂQS½l3d¹�¸ +�·�yQ_½ otherwise

where � ADC�EèG�I]é�ê aF02½SQ��@ëU3@¹N¸7K .
Proof. The direction “ ì ” (i.e., such an operator satisfies
postulates R À 1–R À 8) is easy to see.

Therefore, we only show the direction “ Ç ”. The casesaF02½l3NÅ¸ and aF0?�ØQ�½l3�¹¸ are trivial. The inter-
esting case is aF02½l3&¹Ø¸��ºaF0:��Qc½l3|Åí¸ . Let Ð À be
a fixed operator satisfying R À 1–R À 8. Define an enumera-
tion �·Ì + � 5 + �-��� + � 6�à áÞàHâ�5 of the sub-formulas of � by in-
duction:

� Ì %WA �
� �Hî75 %WA � 0?�ÄÐªÀª½��g3 � ½�� if aF0g½��g3d¹�¸

else arbitrary from ß " � I-� Ì + ����� + �·�ÒK



whereas ½ � MS«902$43 is an arbitrary formula with ��8@½ � A��
and

� Ó=ï 0?>93RA � , if � "�ð 0V>93@ÅN¸ for *�� é ���L+* else

The existence of such ½ � and the independence of the � �
from the selected ½ � follows from the Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.

Now let ½ØM�«902$43 with aF0g½�3|¹×¸ , aF0?�ÙQc½l3�Å×¸ be
arbitrary selected. Then the set ILéÞê aF02½_Q�� ë 34¹^¸�K is not
empty (it contains at least the é with �4ë�Añ� ), and it does
not contain � Ì AX� . Therefore, � %BADCFEHGPILéÞê aF02½SQT�dë-3d¹¸�K is well-defined, and it holds that �`ò�* . We have to show
that �ÂÐªÀª½{A�½SQT�·� .
Let ó òñ* arbitrary. From R À 5 follows aF0?�ñÐ�À�½l3¤¹�¸ ,
hence there exists an >�M�$ with �!"`Õ Ö Ó 0?>93{¹r¸ � ó .
From R À 2a then follows � Ó 0?>93º¹¸ � ó . Moreover, it
follows from the selection of � that for *º� é^Å � holds:aF02½¤Q�� ë 3@ÅN¸ , in particular � "�ð 0V>93@ÅN¸ . For this reason�PÓ ïVô �[0V>93A , and consequently aF0j0?�¨Ð À ½l3;Q{½ �:â�5 3�¹CFEHG70?� "`Õ�Ö Ó!0?>93 + �PÓ ï?ô �J0?>93²3¦¹�¸ � ó . Since ó òÂ* is arbi-
trary, aF0²0:�ÂÐ À ½l3�QT½ �:â�5 3@¹�¸ also holds. From R À 7 and
R À 8 then follows0?�ÄÐªÀª½l3!Q_½��:â�5}A��ÄÐªÀ0g½�Q_½��:â�5-3
Furthermore, because of aF02½cQ&�}��3S¹Ø¸ there exists an>R�`Mº$ with �PÓ70V>R�õ3¦¹ ¸ � ó and � " ï 0?>R�è3¦¹ ¸ � ó . Like
above it follows �7Ó ïVô �=0?>R�V3`A , and aF0:� � Q�½ �:â�5 Q�½l3d¹�¸ .
By definition of � � it holds that � � Q9½ �:â�5 Ap0²0:�SÐ À ½ �?â!5 3 �½ �?â!5 3-Q4½ �?â!5 A�0?�|Ð À ½ �:â�5 3�Q4½ �:â�5 AD�|Ð À ½ �:â�5 , whereby
the last equality follows from aF02½ �:â�5 3F¹¨�PÓ ïVô �J0V>R�V3�A ,
and R À 2a. Thus aF0²0?�_ÐªÀ�½��:â�5-3]Q9½l3@ADaF0?�·�jQ9½��:â�5[Q@½l3d¹¸ . From R À 7 and R À 8 then follows:0?�ÄÐªÀª½��?â!5�3!QS½eA��ÄÐªÀ0g½�Q_½��:â�5-3
and in combination with the corresponding equation above0?�ÄÐ À ½ �?â!5 3!QS½eA�0?��Ð À ½l3!QS½ �:â�5
Since ½��:â�5 can be selected disjunctive from � Q_½ without
loss of generality, this can be transformed to0²0:�ÄÐªÀ}½��:â�5-3 � ½��:â�5-3!Q_½&AD�ÂÐªÀª½
and by inserting the definition of � � we receive the propo-
sition. Ü
Obviously, only a subset of all possible operators maximize
the result set. We therefore introduce an additional postu-
late:

R À 9 (Preservation) A revision operator must compute the
maximal possible result set:aF0g½�34¹�¸4� Ñ Ã^�{Q¦½�� Ñnö �eÐªÀ7½eÇaF0 Ñ 3dÅº¸

I.e., there must be no clause from ��Q9½ that can be added to
the result of a revision without falling short of the requested
consistency degree. It is easy to see that a revision opera-
tor satisfies R À 9 if and only if for every fixed formula �
the enumeration of ß " given by Theorem 3.5 is compatible
with the superset of ß " , i.e., �·�lÆ^�@ëªÇ � Åcé .
3.2.1 Revision Based on Orders

According to Theorem 3.5, every revision operator is ob-
tained by providing an ordering of the subsets of � , for
every fuzzy formula � . In practice, it is often more nat-
ural to provide an ordering of the elements of � , i.e., the
clauses constituting � . For example, if a ¸ -revision with½ forces some clauses of � to be eliminated, but there is
a choice as to which ones, it might be preferable to retain
clauses that have more recently been added to � , or those
that have a higher degree of internal consistency. We call
such preference orders among clauses epistemic relevance
orders, in analogy to [Neb90].

More precisely, we say that an epistemic relevance order
for a fuzzy formula � is a total ordering � of the clauses
of � . If an epistemic relevance order � is given for the
clauses of a formula � , an ordering of the subsets of � can
be constructed by extending � in the natural way:

� 5 ÅN� 6 �-���ìFÇ 0g÷ø�ñ%¬�ñMS� 6 ���¶ÈMS� 5�{0õ~Þ� � ¹N�£%0?� � M_�ª5@ù� � M��·6U3²3²3 +�ª5 � �·6 �-���ìFÇ �ª5ªÅ^�·6`���ª54AX�·6 +
where � 5 and � 6 are subsets of � . In other words, a subset�·6 of � is more relevant than a subset �¦5 if and only if
when examining the clauses of � in order of decreasing
relevance, the first clause distinguishing �¦5 and �}6 belongs
to �·6 .
This ordering of the subsets of � , in turn, can be used to de-
fine a revision operator by enumerating the subsets of � in
order of decreasing relevance and then applying Theorem
3.5. More precisely, we have the following:

Definition 3.6 ( ¾ -Revision with Epistemic Rele-
vance) Let � + ½ËMú«90g$43 be fuzzy formulas, � an
epistemic relevance order for � and ¸ÂM ( *y+�,�. arbitrary.
Let �ªÌ + �-��� + � �øâ!5 be the clauses of � numbered in
ascending relevance order and let �}Ì + � 5 + ����� + � 6 à � à â!5 be
the enumeration of the subsets of � obtained by assigning
to each subset IU�¦�V� + �-��� + ���è�ÞK of � the index � whose
binary representation has a zero at position � 5 + �-��� +j� � and
ones elsewhere. Set

�ÄÐ�ûÀ ½c%WAäãåæ
åç
� if aF02½l3dÅN¸ +�ÂQS½ if aF0?�ÄQ_½�3@¹N¸ +�·��Q_½ else,



where � ArCFEHGPILéÞê aF0:� ë Qº½l3O¹×¸�K . Then the mapping0?� + ½l3 o� ��Ð ûÀ ½ is called the ¸ -revision operator based
on the relevance order � .

Theorem 3.5 guarantees that the mapping Ð ûÀ defined
above is indeed a revision operator. Moreover, we have:

Theorem 3.7 (Maximal result set) Every revision opera-
tor based on epistemic relevance satisfies the maximality
postulate R À 9.

Proof. It is easy to see that for every fuzzy formula � , the
enumeration of ß " defined above is compatible with the
superset ordering, i.e. if �ª�lÆN�@ë , then �`� é . Ü
Although constructive, Definition 3.6 is not directly us-
able for implementing a revision operator based on epis-
temic relevance, because searching all subsets of � for the
lowest-numbered one compatible with ½ would be unac-
ceptably slow. Fortunately, ��Ð ûÀ ½ can be computed in a
much more direct way:

Theorem 3.8 (Efficient ¸ -revision operator with epis-
temic relevance) Let � + ½ + ¸ be as in Definition 3.6. Then

�ÂÐ ûÀ ½&Aäãåæ
åç
� if aF0g½l3dÅ�¸ +0j02½_¿ªÀ�I-�¦�øâ!5UK=3¿ªÀ·�-���B3!¿ªÀ�I-� Ì K else

where � Ì + ���-� + �¦�øâ�5 are the clauses of � numbered in as-
cending relevance order.

Proof. The claim is obviously true if aF02½l3Å ¸ , so sup-
pose that aF02½l3S¹�¸ . Let ß " AÛIU� Ì + �-��� + �·6 � â!5UK be an
enumeration of the subsets of � as in Definition 3.6, i.e., if�@ë�AÙI-�¦�õ� + ���-� + �¦�è�ÞK , then the binary representation of é
has zeros in position � 5 + ���-� +²� � and ones elsewhere. Let �ª�
and �@ë be the largest subsets of � satisfying �£Ð ûÀ ½�A½SQT� � and 0²0g½O¿ À I-� �øâ!5 K=3!¿ À �����B3P¿ À IU�ªÌ¬K�A�½_Q�� ë ,
respectively. Since aF02½{Q|� ë 3FAíaF02½e¿ À �-��� 3T¹¨¸ and� AÊC�EèG�IJü!ê aF0g½ºQ��}ýJ3º¹�¸�K , �e� é must hold. Sup-
pose now, for the purpose of reaching a contradiction, that� were strictly less than é . In this case, there would be a
bit position, say þ , where the binary expansion of � had a
zero and the binary expansion of é a one, with all bits to
the left of þ being equal. In terms of clauses, this would
imply �}ÿ&M��·� + �·ÿ^ÈMN�@ë and ���SM^�·�·ù ���SMN�@ë for�{ò��¤ò þ . But then

0²0²0g½O¿ªÀ�I-�¦�øâ�5=K=3!¿ªÀ��-���B3P¿ªÀ�I-�}ÿ�î75UKJ3�Q|I-�}ÿ\KA�½SQ|I-���[ê ����M_�@ë`� �{ò��¤ò þPKRQ�IU�·ÿøKÃ�½SQ��·�A�½_Ð ûÀ �
hence aF0²0j0²0g½�¿�À`I-�¦�øâ!5UK=3'¿ªÀ;�����B3¬¿ªÀ;IU�·ÿ�î75=K=3[Q�IU�·ÿøK=39¹aF02½&Ð ûÀ �F3�¹ ¸ , hence by virtue of E À 2a �}ÿ_MX0j0²02½&¿ªÀ

I-� �øâ!5 K=3�¿ À ���-� 3�¿ À I-� ÿ�î75 KJ3�¿ À � ÿ ÃX½Q� ë , and hence
(because �@ë was chosen to be maximal)

�}ÿ¤M_�@ë +
thus reaching the desired contradiction. Ü
Example (Fuzzy Revision) We continue the car deci-
sion example. Remember that the ¸ -expansion rejected the
user’s demand for a spacious car, since the result would be
below the requested consistency degree. The user now has
the option to force this request through ¸ -revision, resulting
in: �·®}AD� 6 ÐªÌ�Í Î�Ï@I-�¦®JK�A�I-�¦® + � 6 K +
i.e., the clause ��5 representing the requirement
not(expensive) has been removed in order to maintain
a consistent state (we assume the clauses have been
ordered, with ��5 < �¦6 ). The result � ® has a fuzzy set
interpretation of � "�� A I Mercedes/0.5, Porsche/0.25,
VW/0.75, Smart/0.0 K , i.e., a Volkswagen would be a good
fit for the revised requirements economical � spacious.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Fuzzy information systems have new requirements for both
modeling and manipulating imperfect data, which cannot
adequately be satisfied with existing approaches. In this
paper, we defined a fuzzy representation model that com-
bines both syntax and semantics, which allows for a strict
separation of the structure of imperfect information, mod-
eled as fuzzy atoms, fuzzy clauses, and fuzzy formulas, and
their semantic interpretation in form of fuzzy sets. Modi-
fications on these fuzzy formulas can be performed by the
operators ¸ -expansion and ¸ -revision. Both always guaran-
tee a specified consistency degree — an important feature
for database and information system practitioners.

Since these operations abstract from the manipulation of
single fuzzy sets, more complex application-specific algo-
rithms dealing with imperfection can be developed in a
more natural way.

The model presented here has been successfully incorpo-
rated into an object-oriented data model, which in turn
has been implemented with a number of class libraries for
the Java language. An accompanying fuzzy information
system architecture provides the necessary extensions to
a classical architecture for creating fuzzy information sys-
tems. With this approach we have been able to selectively
enhance information systems with the capabilities to rep-
resent complex imperfect information and process them in
a robust and consistency-preserving way. So far, we suc-
cessfully built a fuzzy decision support system and a fuzzy
noun phrase coreference system. Both proved to be easier



to design and implement than comparative classical, non-
fuzzy systems while at the same time providing new fea-
tures like adjustable certainty degrees.
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